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ABSTRACT

Mobile devices are increasingly promoted as tools to facilitate ubiquitous and individualized learning, 
allowing learners to work at their own pace in authentic and meaningful settings. However, in the 
case of second language learning, there is a paucity of apps and tools related to improving students’ 
reading comprehension in both Spanish and English. Additionally, there are few studies that address the 
evaluation of applications for reading comprehension and innovation in this field and this is required 
in order to respond to the needs of transformation in language learning teaching. The authors present 
an original evaluation of 25 English language learning mobile apps using the iPAC app rubric, which 
identifies the pedagogical features of mobile learning: personalisation, authenticity, and collaboration. 
The results indicate that many of the existing apps fail to fully exploit the affordances of mobile 
learning and collaboration in particular. The findings suggest recommendations for app developers 
to design comprehension apps that address these shortcomings.
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INTRoDUCTIoN

Mobile learning (referred to in this article as m-learning) is increasingly designed to exploit the 
different affordances and features of mobile devices, including their rich multimedia capabilities 
which make them highly attractive in standard educational practices (Reveiu, Smeureanu, & Dardala, 
2009; Area & Adell, 2009; Olmedo, Grané & Crescenzi, 2012). Research suggests students are more 
engaged when learning is undertaken in a playful manner with digital devices, especially when this 
is associated with challenges and competitive actions (Trespalacios, Chamberlain, & Gallagher, 
2011; Burden, Kearney & Schuck, 2019). Students currently inhabit a world in which different media 
contexts keep them permanently informed in real time, and in an interactive way. The use of mobile 
devices in educational contexts leads to increase motivation and has been found to be associated 
with faster, more individualized learning and more flexible and innovative collaborations (Area & 
Adell, 2009; Kearney, et al, 2012; Crompton & Burke, 2018; Burden, Kearney & Schuck, 2019). In 
Higher Education the majority of university students use mobile devices for tasks associated with 
their studies and almost half for specific learning tasks (López-Hernández & Silva-Pérez, 2016).
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However, teachers and university educators alike struggle to select appropriate resources, 
and particularly apps, to support their student’s learning and there is limited support or guidance 
available for them to make informed choices about such resources based on sound pedagogical criteria 
(Papadakis & Kalogiannakis, 2017; Powell, 2014). It is estimated there are over one million apps 
labelled as ‘educational’ and this number continues to increase at an exponential rate making the task 
of selection ever more daunting (Cherner, Dix, & Lee, 2014; Stevenson, Hedberg, Highfield, & Diao, 
2015). Many apps are poorly described or misappropriately labelled in the various app stores and a 
significant number of those that have been analyzed have been found to be largely ‘drill and skill’ in 
nature, based on an instructivist or transmissive pedagogy that is at odds with the more constructivists 
and collaborative affordances of mobile devices (Bano, Zowghi & Kearney, 2017; Goodwin, 2012; 
Murray & Olcese, 2011). Whilst there have been a number of attempts to develop typologies and 
recommendation lists to aid educators in their selection of appropriate mobile apps, most of these 
have had only partial success because they do not focus on the pedagogical orientation of the app or 
its utility for a particular pedagogical purpose (Cherner, Dix, & Lee, 2014; Lee & Cherner, 2015). 
In this paper, the researchers present the preliminary findings from a study exploring the utility and 
value of an internationally validated app evaluation rubric based on the iPAC framework developed 
by academics in Australia and the UK (Kearney, Schuck & Burden, 2020, in press). The rubric has 
been used by the authors to review a broad selection of reading comprehension apps for Spanish 
speakers and here we present the findings from this exercise and explore how these have been used 
to inform the mobile pedagogical characteristics and development of an innovative mobile learning 
app to support reading comprehension for Spanish learners.

BACKGRoUND

M-Learning
M-learning is often described as more agile and spontaneous than other learning approaches (Ozdamli 
& Cavus, 2011;Traxler & Kukulska-Hulme, 2005) since the technologies that underpin it are ubiquitous 
and pervasive. M-learning frees students from the confines of traditional classrooms (Sha, Looi, 
Chen & Zhang, 2012) and with features such as GPS and location awareness, it is possible to tailor 
specific locations to particular types of learning experiences based on the needs of the individual 
learner, often referred to as location based learning.

These features or affordances of mobile technologies indicate a shift in how we conceptualize 
and think about teaching and learning and they have therefore been accompanied by the development 
and promotion of different theoretical frameworks and models to help understand and analyze the 
growing phenomenon of m-learning. Some of these are briefly reviewed in the section that follows, 
leading to a justification for the use of the iPAC framework in this particular study.

M-Learning Frameworks and Models
A significant volume of theoretical frameworks and models have been developed to understand the 
phenomena of m-learning ranging from techno-centric models that focus primarily on the device, 
through to sociocultural frameworks that emphasize the interplay between the device, the user and 
the broader context within which this is situated (see Chapter 5, Kearney, Schuck and Burden, 2020 
in press).

The researchers acknowledge the value of these different theoretical approaches but have chosen 
to underpin our work with the iPAC framework which is a well validated, socio-cultural model of 
mobile learning (Kearney, et al, 2012). This decision was based on the subject matter of the study 
which focuses on reading comprehension and is therefore well aligned to many of the constructs and 
sub-constructs that constitute the iPAC framework as explained below.
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The iPAC Framework
The iPAC framework was designed in 2012 and consists of three main constructs, or ‘signature 
pedagogies’ which are Personalisation, Authenticity and Collaboration (see Figure 1 below). 
Personalisation features include learner choice, agency and self-regulation as well as customisation 
which implies control over time, space, pace and autonomy over the learning content (Kearney, et 
al, 2012). Authenticity harnesses the potential of mobile devices to make learning more realistic 
and meaningful for students by the use of realistic, professional type tools and apps, the ability for 
learners to undertake real world tasks (either simulated or in real time) and the extent to which the 
context is realistic. Collaboration, exploits the ability to involve learners in meaningful and extended 
conversations of many types and to enable them to generate and share their own multimodal content 
(Kearney, et al, 2012).

The iPAC framework has been used extensively to research, evaluate and design m-learning 
scenarios, both by the original authors and by many other academics and practitioners around the 
world. These studies include schools (Kearney, Burden & Rai, 2015), teacher education (e.g. Burden 
& Kearney, 2017; Schuck, Aubusson, Kearney & Burden, 2013), specific discipline studies (Burden 
& Kearney, 2016; Bano, Zowghi, Kearney, Schuck & Aubusson, 2018), Higher Education (Pegrum, 
2019) and many studies which transcend the boundaries of each of these. The framework has been 
used to underpin a number of curriculum development projects and has been operationalised in 
the form of numerous research and evaluation instruments and resources (see for example www.
mobilelearningtoolkit.com) including an app evaluation rubric which forms the focus of this article.

Mobile Apps in Language Learning
In order to understand the concept of apps and their influence on the education world, it is necessary 
to look at the definitions given by different authors. Castek & Beach (2013) state that an app is a 

Figure 1. iPAC framework: constructs and sub-constructs (original version, Kearney et al, 2012)
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specialized program typically designed to run on mobile media platforms like smartphones, tablets 
and computers. Additionally, Islam and Mazumder (2010) add that a mobile app is an innovative and 
rapidly developing global information and communication technology piece that is simple, convenient, 
low-cost and downloadable.

The problem facing educators is how to select apps that are appropriate for a particular learning or 
teaching task. This is problematic partly because apps are often poorly described or labelled by their 
developers, but also because apps are extremely context sensitive. They are dependent on the specific 
context in which the learning is situated and as such they need to carefully designed to align with the 
various variables and features that make up the learning context. There should be specific instructional 
lessons and tasks as a way to support learning behind the use of the app (Beach & O’Brien, 2015).

In the case of reading and comprehension apps little is known about the pedagogical choices and 
decisions that teachers make when selecting such tools for use with their students. Selecting reading 
apps that can develop engagement and self-confidence, as well as reading strategies is a demanding 
process for teachers and there is a need to support them in this by providing more specific pedagogical 
criteria upon which they can search and identify potentially suitable apps.

Current Use of Mobile Apps in Language Learning
In the digital landscape that characterises university education there are many different tools that 
students can use to learn a second language (Pegrum, 2014). An obvious and well-known example is 
Duolingo, which is a free language learning platform that includes a website and a language learning 
app for mobile devices (Loewen, Crowther, Isbell, Kim, Maloney, Miller, & Rawal, 2019). This app 
boasts an interactive and competitive element given that users are awarded experience points when 
they perform a task correctly (Harous & Harahsheh, 2017). Multi-modality can be seen clearly in 
the recorded speech and playback feature on this app although it has been noted that background 
noise and interference when using this feature “on the go” makes this somewhat impractical, and the 
app has also been criticised for using outdated pedagogical approaches to language learning such as 
Behaviourism (Lotherington, 2018).

Mobile-Assisted Language Learning (MALL) deals with mobile devices characteristics as the 
ones mentioned in Duolingo and their use in language learning. Pachler, Bachmair & Cook defined 
MALL as “the processes of coming to know and being able to operate successfully in, and across, 
new and ever changing contexts and learning spaces with an emphasis on understanding and knowing 
how to utilize our everyday life-worlds as learning spaces,” (2010, p. 6). Over recent years, enhanced 
mobile technology has led to ever more creative approaches to MALL, with researchers reporting 
on the potential benefits of augmented reality (AR) activities to provide authentic language learning 
experiences (Pegrum, 2019). In recent years there has been an increasing amount of research into 
the use of Mobile Instant Messaging (MIM) apps such as WhatsApp and how these can be used for 
language learning purposes. The effect of MIM on fostering student cognitive outcomes, development 
of social skills, building communication channels and enabling self-reflection activities have been some 
of the positive findings reported. Four categories of challenges emerged as well, namely insufficient 
facility support, inappropriate utilization and the lack of teachers’ preparation towards the adoption 
of technology in the classroom (Tang & Hew, 2017).

Different authors have highlighted how apps can be used to enhance writing skills in a second 
or additional language (Awada, 2016; Bataineh et al, 2018). Other researchers stress the potential 
of apps to improve speaking skills and reduce anxiety related to oral production (Han & Keskin, 
2016, Sun et al, 2017). Further work has highlighted the potential of MIM apps such as WhatsApp 
to extend the classroom by creating Communities of Practice (CoP) through meaningful dialogue 
(Keogh & Robles, 2018, Rambe & Bere, 2013) while vocabulary acquisition has also been identified 
as a significant benefits of mobile apps (Lai, 2016, Li & Deng, 2018).
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Problems Associated with the Use of Educational Apps
Interest in the use of mobile applications to support reading and languages has increased significantly 
in recent years (Cheung & Slavin, 2013), however, the majority of applications are targeted at young 
adults or children, not university students, and there are few apps that provide opportunities for 
collaborative learning. Most English as a Second Language (ESL) apps are primarily form-focused 
which induces language learners to pay attention to linguistic form and most of the dominant methods 
are audio-lingual and task (test)-based (Kim & Kwon, 2012). In the same way, the majority of 
reading comprehension apps are aimed at children in school or second language learning and very 
few are targeted specifically at adults. ̈Among the apps that do mention an age-range for users, the 
vast majority (90%) cite preschool-age children as at least part of their target audience ̈ (Vaala, Ly 
& Levine, p.19, 2015).

In university undergraduate contexts, learners have to navigate through a variety of links, menus, 
web pages, texts and hyperlinks (García-Rodríguez, 2014). Consequently, the training of students in 
digital reading skills is required. Nonetheless, there are a considerable number of language related 
apps available but it is difficult for teachers and learners to evaluate all of them because they are not 
focused specifically on reading comprehension and without any clear pedagogical criteria or a rubric 
this process can be overwhelming for educators.

These are some of the many reasons why it was seen as important to design and build a bespoke 
reading comprehension app that would meet the requirements of post compulsory education students. 
Current systems for ratings apps are highly subjective and based on user reviews rather than any 
sound and validated pedagogical principles. Given the importance of designing such an app it was 
seen as imperative that we should review and evaluate existing reading comprehension apps using a 
pedagogically focused, valid rubric.

Reviewing Reading and Language Apps Based on Their Pedagogical Affordances
Since apps can be used for learning in many different contexts and for many different purposes, in 
designing a new app for reading comprehension, it is vital to assess existing apps both in terms of 
their technical specifications, but more importantly, in terms of their pedagogical orientation (Chen, 
2016). Some of the earliest evaluation frameworks for apps were adapted from Reeves fourteen 
dimensions of computer-based education forms: epistemology, pedagogical philosophy, underlying 
psychology, goal orientation, experiential value, teacher role, program flexibility, value of errors, 
motivation, accommodation of individual differences, learner control, user activity, cooperative 
learning, and cultural sensitivity (1994). More recent evaluation frameworks related to language 
learning are based on the three approaches for evaluating Computer Assisted Language Learning 
(CALL) software: checklists, methodological frameworks, and Second Language Acquisition (SLA) 
(Levy & Stockwell, 2006). In terms of rubrics, REALL, a rubric for language learning applications 
was designed to focus on specific language learning and language learning dimensions and intended 
to fill the linguistic component gap by including the Common European Framework criteria (CEFR) 
(Martín-Monje, Arús, Rodríguez-Arancón & Calle-Martínez, 2014). In the last few years, a new rubric 
proposed by Rosell-Aguilar (2017), contains four primary categories: technology, user experience, 
pedagogy, and subject specific by using a list of questions to help educators decide whether an app 
meets their teaching needs.

An Alternative Pedagogical Rubric: iPAC
Although educators may start by searching for discipline specific apps which match their subject 
expertise, our own research suggests they are also drawn to use generic apps that are characterized by 
the absence of disciplinary content matter since these are more flexible and can be applied in more 
settings and contexts than discipline specific apps (Kearney et al., 2015). Therefore, there is a need 
to evaluate educational apps from both a discipline focus and from a more generic perspective where 
the emphasis is more likely to be focused on generative and creative activities (Goodwin & Highfield, 
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2013). The iPAC app rubric was developed to cater for both purposes and was specifically designed 
to help educators assess the pedagogical potential of apps with an emphasis on sociocultural models 
of learning since this is the pedagogical orientation of the iPAC framework itself. The rubric was 
developed iteratively between 20014-2017 as part of an international Erasmus+ project to develop a 
mobile learning toolkit (www.mobilelearningtoolkit.com), and was refined based on feedback from 
expert teachers, university experts, software developers, project members and an extensive set of 
trials with pre-service teachers in Australia and the UK.

Unlike many frameworks and typologies that are available to support the selection of educational 
apps, the iPAC app rubric purposely avoids context specific variables and questions. It aims to 
provide a generic tool for the selection of apps based on their pedagogical potential, not their 
disciplinary fit. This is related to the specific affordances or features of an app that may have been 
deliberately or accidentally designed into the app. So for example, apps created for star gazing (e.g. 
Star Walker) which are intended for use by individuals interested in astronomy and the stars, are 
designed to be used in a particular location (outside) and this is obvious to anybody who has ever 
used such an app. It takes advantage of the GPS affordances of mobile technologies to superimpose 
a representation of the stars against the night time sky when held up to the heavens. Similarly, some 
apps are deliberately designed to take advantage of the collaborative features of mobile devices that 
are always connected. Even though these features of an app may not have been deliberately designed 
by the developer, they nonetheless represent an inherent pedagogical affordance and opportunity for 
learning which the iPAC framework captures. Therefore, the iPAC rubric asks users of an app to 
evaluate its inherent pedagogical features, mapped against the three constructs and six sub-constructs 
of the iPAC framework. It does not ask users to evaluate the app based on how they actually used it 
since this is so context dependent it would be almost impossible to list every example. Hence, it is 
a unique rubric based on the potential of an app or tool to deliver a particular kind of pedagogical 
experience, based on the iPAC framework.

We have used the iPAC rubric because previous rubrics designed by others such as Rosell-
Aguilar, Reeves and Martin Monje et al do not offer precise scores and the criteria used in the iPAC 
rubric can be quantified. In the case of Chen’s rubric, the scores are included in a quantitative way 
but the rank is wider and there is a lack of linguistic components. By comparison the iPAC rubric 
offers both qualitative and quantitative evaluation data. The iPAC framework for example, takes 
into consideration other factors such as the teacher expertise and the tasks design. It clarifies the sub 
constructs and provides a useful lens to determine the features of pedagogical apps in a wide range 
of learning environments where the apps were actually used. All the constructs are informed by socio 
cultural theory. The iPAC rubric also allows reviewers to make comments in a freeway. There is a 
bar in which personal opinions and perceptions can be shared. Additionally, it offers the opportunity 

Table 1. Frameworks for evaluating language tools and apps

Frameworks and Rubrics for Apps Evaluation

Reeves Chen Monje et al. Kearney & Burden Rosell-Aguilar

14 dimensions LLM App rubric REALL iPAC framework/
rubric

LL App framework

1994 2014 2016 2016 2017

Wide range of 
dimensions

Technical and 
pedagogical criteria

Technical and 
pedagogical criteria

Quantitative and 
Qualitative

Technical and 
pedagogical criteria

No scores given Scores given Scores given Scores given No scores given

No international 
validity

No international 
validity

No international 
validity

International validity No international 
validity
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to see the potential of the app rather than judging it and does not contain items as assessment and 
aesthetic which can make it more accurate in terms of pedagogical features.

STUDy DESIGN

Context of the Study
The level of reading comprehension of students entering universities in Colombia is worryingly low. 
PISA claims that around 70% of teenagers over 15 in Colombia lack basic literacy (OECD, 2019) 
and students in general have shown a serious deficiency in text production and interpretation of what 
is read, seriously affecting their academic performance (Chinchilla, & Gómez, 2019). In fact, this is 
an international problem. Reading skills have not shown progress even in high income countries. In 
2018, it was reported that almost ten million students were not able to complete even the most basic 
reading tasks (OECD, 2018).

Actually, some diagnostic tests that are applied at the beginning of each semester in a private 
university on the Colombian coast where this study is situated also revealed low levels of reading 
comprehension in students’ mother tongue (Perez Zorrilla, 2005). This ability has been the subject 
of much research for years and is one of the weakest areas for students at this institution, resulting in 
problems such as retention and professional frustration (Gordillo and Florez, 2009).

These problems and issues associated with reading comprehension by students in one specific 
university are indicative of wider problems across Colombia and this was recognised recently by 
the award of funding to Universidad del Norte from Colciencias, a Colombian research agency to 
develop a mobile learning app to improve reading comprehension for students across the country. The 
app will be created using Design Based Research (Barab & Squire, 2004; Amiel & Reeves, 2008) 
and the first phase of this, which is the focus of this paper, is the identification of existing reading 
comprehension apps and their evaluation using the iPAC framework to ascertain which pedagogical 
features of m-learning are already evident in such apps and which features need to be developed 
further in future apps.

Selecting the Apps to Be Evaluated
In designing an app for reading comprehension we were cognisant of the need to design and develop it 
in line with sound pedagogical principles for m-learning. The researchers therefore made the decision 
to evaluate a selection of existing reading comprehension apps against the iPAC criteria, using the 
iPAC rubric tool in order to identify which, if any, of the three constructs were most apparent and what 
gaps exist for further development in this market sector. Therefore the following research questions 
underpinning this study are:

Figure 2. Screenshot of the ‘Collaboration’ items in the iPAC app rubric
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What are the mobile pedagogical characteristics of reading comprehension apps for Spanish language 
learners? 
What pedagogical characteristics should feature in the design of a mobile reading comprehension 
app for Spanish learners?

The first step in the selection process was related to the revision of references related to reading 
comprehension and reading strategies. According to Guernsey & Levine, the first eight years of life 
represent the best stage in which a person can master different skills, including phonics, spelling, 
fluency and understanding of what is read (2015). In adults, the basic knowledge needed are the 
following: understanding moderately dense texts, determining cause and effect, making simple 
inferences and summaries and identifying the author’s purpose (Kutner, Greenberg & Baer, 2006). 
Based on this, the first decision emerged: finding apps that would match the range of skills needed 
to become proficient readers through the creation of a checklist.

Initially, nine skills were catalogued to check if the titles of the apps contain these keywords. 
Early childhood skills were: Phonemic awareness, spelling, fluency, reading comprehension (Main 
Ideas). Adults essential reading skills were: Reading comprehension (Main ideas and details), 
summarizing, cause and effect, making inferences and identifying the author’s purpose. Children’s 
skills were basic and addressed to pre-school and elementary audiences. However, the search of 
apps in Apple and Android stores revealed more advanced literacy skills available for young learners 
and even adults who are in second language certification process. Other words such as ‘reading’, 
‘comprehension’, ‘reading skills’, ‘reading strategies’ and ‘text’ were also used to search both of the 
Android and iOS (Apple) stores. Additionally, we referred to a number of web ranking sites such as 
‘appbot.co’, ‘appbrain’ and ‘apptrace.co’ to identify suitable apps based on their popularity rankings 
and descriptions from actual users.

From these two stages, around fifty apps were identified. A more refined search of these apps 
followed leading to a number being discarded based on criteria that included: no target language; 
no updated version; no longer available in the stores; insufficient supporting information about the 
app or no reading skills included. Using these specific criteria and approaches twenty-five reading 
comprehension apps were eventually selected for the study.

The Evaluation Team
The evaluation of the relevant reading comprehension app was undertaken by three academics in a 
local university in the Caribbean coast of Colombia who have experience in language education and 
digital technologies. Each of these evaluators has a high level of expertise in mobile learning and in 
the use of a variety of apps for education in second language learning.

The Review Process
In order to undertake the evaluation using the iPAC app rubric we organised a two-week training and 
moderation exercise to ensure each evaluator understood and applied the iPAC rubric consistently. 
At the end of this exercise we met as a team to share our common understanding of the iPAC rubric 
and to evaluate a small sample of apps (separate from the twenty-five) as a pilot study. This exercise 
revealed some inconsistencies and misunderstandings about the different sub-constructs of the iPAC 
framework which were subsequently rectified by further discussion and exploration.

Following this training and moderation exercise all three evaluators were allocated the twenty-five 
apps to review and score against the iPAC rubric using the scale of 1-3 for each of the separate sub-
constructs. A score of 1 indicated low or no evidence of the particular iPAC criteria and 3 indicates 
a high level of evidence for this criteria. This process was undertaken independently over a period of 
two weeks (December 2019) using the online rubric tool (see http://richprocter.co.uk/survey/mttep/
rubric/) to submit individual scores which were then automatically aggregated by the tool (see Table 4).
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Inter-Rater Reliability
At the end of this period the scores were analysed to identify how this batch of reading comprehension 
apps matched the three constructs underpinning the iPAC framework. Before this could be undertaken 
the data collected online needed to be ‘cleaned’ before it was ready for analysis. In the case of three 
apps only one evaluator had scored them and these were therefore removed from the final sample. 
To check for inter-rater reliability between each of the evaluators we aggregated the sub-construct 
scores for each construct and then aggregated the scores for each construct to find a mean score as 
shown in Table 4.

There are a number of methods that can be used to measure inter rater reliability including the 
traditional approach which produces a percentage number based on the total number of agreement 
scores divided by the total number of scores. However, this approach is less effective when a large 
number of variables are being evaluated or when there are more than two evaluators. We therefore 
used a statistical package (SPPS) and applied Fleiss Kappa, a variation of Choen’s Kappa which is 
designed for three or more evaluators. It also takes account of the fact that some evaluators might 
actually guess on some of the sub-constructs that they are uncertain about. Fleiss Kappa is looking 
for the level of correlation between different raters and can produce a score from -1/+1.

In the case of the Collaboration construct the three evaluators were almost unanimous in the 
ratings they awarded for each app (their three scores agreed in 92% of the cases) although for the 
other two constructs they were less so as shown in Table 4 above. Nonetheless the combined score 
for all three constructs (0.74) was considered to be moderately consistent (see Table 3).

Low Scores for Most Apps
The iPAC framework consists of three principal pedagogical constructs (Personalisation; Authenticity 
and Collaboration) which are further sub-divided into six sub-constructs (see Figure 1). The online 

Figure 3. The app evaluation process
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iPAC app rubric automatically aggregates the sub-construct scores into a single score for each 
principal construct based on a score between 1-3. A score of 1 indicates a very low score for a 
particular construct and 3 indicates a very high score. For the purposes of this article we report the 
aggregated mean score for each construct along with an overall mean score for each app based on all 
three constructs (see Table 4). In Table 4 the apps are organised in rank order based on their overall 
mean score. The lowest mean score was 1.1 whilst the highest was 2.1. The mean score based on all 
twenty-five of the apps that were evaluated was 1.5.

Based on this relatively small but concentrated selection of apps it is evident that reading 
comprehension apps for language learners score relatively poorly when measured against the 
‘signature pedagogies’ of m-learning as measured using the iPAC framework, with an average score 
between low and medium (1.5), where low (a score of 1) can indicate both low or no evidence of 
a particular pedagogical criteria. Given the socio-cultural orientation of the iPAC framework itself 
which emphasises the social and collaborative aspects of learning set within the malleable and 
flexible opportunities that mobile devices enable in terms of time and space, the overall results of this 
evaluation are somewhat surprising because it could reasonably be expected that the development of 
language skills would be grounded in many of the pedagogical affordances that the iPAC framework 
foregrounds such as conversation, data sharing, personal agency and the importance of situating 
learning in authentic and meaningful contexts using real world tools.

A more detailed examination of the results from this evaluation are also illuminating since they 
highlight an even more pronounced shortcoming around the use of the collaboration construct which 
might be expected to be an important element for language learning.

Examples of Apps and Their Evaluation Scores
Whilst the mean score for all of the apps that were evaluated was relatively low (1.5) as measured 
against the iPAC rubric, some apps performed better and were judged to be more pedagogically 
oriented in terms of socio-cultural learning and the affordances of m-learning. For the purposes of 
illustration three of these apps are described in the section below.

Table 2. Kappa correlation raters

Value of Kappa Level of Agreement % of Data that are Reliable

0–.20 None 0–4%

.21–.39 Minimal 4–15%

.40–.59 Weak 15–35%

.60–.79 Moderate 35–63%

.80–.90 Strong 64–81%

Above.90 Almost Perfect 82–100%

Table 3. Combined Inter-rater correlation scores

Combined Correlation Scores

Personalisation 0.61

Authenticity 0.70

Collaboration 0.92

Overall correlation 0.74
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Elevate

[overall score of 2.1 (Personalization = 2.3; Authenticity = 2.8; Collaboration = 1.2] 

Elevate is an app designed to train your brain in different aspects of learning which include oral skills, 
math, memory and reading among others. Users are provided with their own personalized training 
program that adjusts and adapts to their performance over time. As users train the app adapts to their 
skills and the daily training focus can be customized. Unsurprisingly this app scored highly against 
the customisation sub-construct of Personalisation (2.3).

The reading section of the app contains many different comprehension elements including agility, 
association, comprehension, connotation, context, extraction, processing, visualization and word parts. 

Table 4. Mean scores for each app and iPAC construct

Name of App Code Mean Score for Each Construct (1-3) Total PAC Mean Score

P A C

1 Reading Raven RAV 1.1 1.2 1 1.1

2 Reading Skills RSK 1.1 1.2 1 1.1

3 Little Robot LRT 1 1.7 1 1.2

4 Reading Coach REC 1 1.7 1 1.2

5 RC Test Series RCT 1.8 1.0 1.2 1.3

6 Reading Comprehension RCO 1.4 1.6 1.0 1.3

7 IELTS IEL 1.9 1.0 1.1 1.3

8 Inference Ace ACE 1.8 1.0 1.2 1.3

9 Online reading tutor ORT 1.9 1.0 1.1 1.3

10 Galexia GAL 1.7 1.0 1.3 1.3

11 SSAT SSA 1.5 1.8 1.0 1.4

12 Kids reading KRE 1.6 1.8 1 1.4

13 Reading Eggs REE 1.3 2.0 1 1.4

14 Reading comprehension GRE GRE 1.6 1.8 1 1.4

15 Reading Prep Comprehension RPC 1.6 1.8 1 1.4

16 QuotEd QUO 1.3 2.0 1.0 1.4

17 Reading Comprehension Fun RCF 1.5 1.8 1 1.4

18 Short Articles SHA 1.6 1.8 1 1.4

19 Skimming & Scanning S&S 2 1.7 1.0 1.6

20 Comprehension Builder COB 1.8 1.9 1 1.6

21 Reading comprehension passages RCP 1.8 1.8 1.0 1.6

22 TOEFL TOE 1.9 1.8 1 1.6

23 Reading Cat CAT 1.9 1.8 1.0 1.6

24 Speed reading SRE 2 2 1 1.7

25 Elevate ELE 2.3 2.8 1.2 2.1

Mean scores for each constructs 1.6 1.7 1.1 1.5
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In the case of processing, for example, a passage is shown progressively as the number of words per 
minute increases. The idea is to reduce sub vocalization and prevent learners from mentally saying 
words and increase the reading speed. This feature of the app illustrates how the task undertaken by 
users is highly authentic because this is something that the students usually face every day when they 
are exposed to tweets, articles and comments on social media or when they simply deal with texts 
in the school or university. They can choose if they want to do the activity or switch it to another 
one depending on their performance. They can also customize their training reminder and repeat the 
activity as many times are needed to master it. Hence the authenticity score for this app was 2.8, the 
highest score recorded for any app in the evaluation.

Nonetheless despite its high ranking and mean score, the Elevate app scored poorly in terms of 
collaboration (1.2) since this app only provided limited opportunity for digital conversations, allows 
people to send mails to share their doubts and questions but no space to participate in chat rooms or 
forums in which interaction levels can increase. Learners can also see their rankings and test results 
but they cannot follow other users or share their achievements on social networks. Therefore, this 
app scores poorly against both of the sub-constructs of Collaboration - conversation and data sharing.

Speed Reading

(Overall score = 1.7: Personalisation = 2; Authenticity = 2; Collaboration = 1) 

Speed reading was the second highest scoring app in our evaluation with a mean score of 1.7. It 
is designed to encourage students to improve their peripheral vision by using the Shulte board and 
to improve their memory with word games and different reading sections in the premium version. 
There are also sections about neural speeder, numbers reminder, view field, concentration games, 
color confusion and attention focus. The app scored highly on customisation (a sub construct of 

Figure 4. Screenshot of the Elevate’s achievement report
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Personalisation) since learners have access to unique information tailored to themselves through the 
aggregation of statistics of their performance. They can also access a personalised library and some 
of the app settings can be modified to their individual preferences, such as the selection of activities. 
In general, this app reveals a balance between customization and agency (both sub constructs of 
Personalisation) because the users can move through the app freely without level restriction or 
intervention. These are the reasons that support a 2.0 score in terms of personalization.

Regarding authenticity, the app features a combination of real and simulated activities but there 
are few opportunities to use it in an actual realistic setting or z learning spaces. The teaching mechanics 
behind the app are engaging and the exercises about photographic memory engage the learners in 
real life activities such as following sequences, organizing words and making associations. Hence 
the app scored highly for authenticity (2.0).

However, like most of the apps in this evaluation, even those with the highest mean score, the 
collaboration construct obtained a low score, mainly because users have no opportunity to participate 
in online peer discussion and there is no facility in the app that enables them to share the content they 
have created with other learners online.

Skimming and Scanning

Overall score = 1.6 (Personalisation = 2; Authenticity = 1.7; Collaboration = 1) 

The final high scoring app illustrated in this review is ‘Skimming and Scanning’ with a mean score 
of 1.6. Whilst this overall score is not high given the mean for all apps was only 1.5, it does include a 
relatively high score for the Personalisation construct which we therefore felt warranted illustration. 
This app is notable since it includes a range of resources and activities that enable users to select their 
own pace and level thereby making it a very customised learning experience. The learning materials 

Figure 5. Screenshot of the Speed reading app layout
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are categorized into three levels (easy, medium and difficult) in order to foster 2 reading strategies. 
The high personalisation score (2.0) was further bolstered by the ability of users to select their own 
avatars, play mode and articles to read, giving them considerable agency and choice in what and 
how they learned through the app. Authenticity, on the other hand, obtained a lower score of 1.7, 
less because most of the activities were artificial or simulated and were not judged to be realistic 
representations of real world situations.

As with all of the apps reviewed here, the collaborative component scored low. Although learners 
are able to ‘play’ with another partner in the app in a competitive mode, there is no opportunity in 
the app to create, modify or share content. Like most of the apps reviewed in this evaluation, there 
is a surprising absence of chat rooms or forums in the app ‘Skimming and Scanning’ and little or no 
opportunity to have discussions with peers.

Other Apps
In the case of apps that scored below the mean (1.5) they were also characterised by a significant lack 
of opportunity to undertake any form of collaboration with other learners which in terms of the iPAC 
framework means digital conversations (e.g. Twitter; online chats and forums) and the creation and 
sharing of data (e.g. sharing an assessment artefact with other learners in order to receive feedback). In 
the most extreme cases none of these features were available for learners and the apps were extremely 
instrumentalist in nature with learners reduced to basic skill and drill type activities. Many of the 
apps featured in this evaluation gave learners very limited opportunities to exercise choice or agency 
as it is referred to in the iPAC framework. Although the average score for the authenticity construct 
was above the mean for apps as a whole (1.7) in many cases the authenticity score was also very low 
and it was noticeable how few apps made use of realistic learners tasks and tools such as real life 
conversations and texts rather than simulated ones or the use of the app in real life settings beyond 
the classroom, for example.

CoNCLUSIoN

Motivated by a national phenomenon and concern regard reading comprehension amongst post 
compulsory students in Colombia, which is likely to resonate with university professionals in many 
parts of the world, this study has employed an innovative and original mobile learning app rubric to 

Figure 6. Screenshot of the Skimming and Scanning app
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identify the characteristics of existing reading comprehension apps for language learners in order to 
inform the design and development of a new bespoke app which is itself the focus of a forthcoming 
but separate article.

In response to the first of our two research questions, the findings from this study reveal that current 
reading comprehension apps for use by language learners in higher education (research question 1) 
are generally weak in many of the salient features and affordances of mobile learning and particularly 
so in the case of collaboration that is recognised as both a key affordances of mobile learning and an 
essential skill that underpins effective language learning and reading comprehension. Some of the 
more innovative and creative apps such as ‘Elevate’ and ‘Skimming and Scanning’ showcased above, 
do exploit the personalisation potential of mobile learning by giving students more control and choice 
over their learning and by adapting to the learners’ progress and needs in a form of customisation. 
However, these features are not universal in the apps we reviewed and in many of the examples it was 
a ‘one size fits all’ learning experience in which the learner was treated with little or no freedom to 
demonstrate agency or independent learning, both key elements of personalisation.

With a few exceptions this was also the case for Authenticity since few of the apps exploited the 
opportunities to set the learning in a real world context (e.g. by inviting real time language speaking 
via a native speaker) or to situate it outside of formal classroom spaces. Real world tools and tasks 
for language learning were seldom evident in these apps which tended to rely instead on highly 
simulated and often very artificial activities and exercises. Simulated forms of authenticity are very 
common in many software applications but mobile technologies offer opportunities to make these 
less artificial than traditional learning exercises or to replace them with entirely realistic real world 
learning opportunities (see Burden & Kearney, 2016). In the apps reviewed here there appear to be 
missed opportunities to make reading comprehension more meaningful, engaging and realistic for 
university students by grasping the affordances of mobile devices which are increasingly ubiquitous 
and available to students all of the time, not just in formal classes.

However, the low scores for collaboration is arguably the most significant and concerning finding 
from this study since conversation and data sharing - the two sub-constructs that constitute the 
Collaboration construct in the iPAC framework - are so important in language learning and indeed in 
the literature around mobile learning. In schools and where younger students are involved, the failure 
to exploit the collaborative benefits of mobile learning might be attributed to the concern teachers and 
parents often display around privacy and safe-guarding associated with the exchange of data and online 
conversions (Kearney, Burden & Schuck, 2019) but this is more difficult to understand or ascribe to 
apps that are designed for an older age group over the age of consent. Except of course, many of the 
apps we have reviewed here are not exclusively designed for university age students or adults, mainly 
because this was identified as a significant gap in the market in our initial review of literature. There 
is, therefore, an opportunity for app designers and teachers to consider the opportunity to design for 
an older, adult demographic which is the focus of our second research question.

Our second research question focuses on what we can learn from this evaluation of existing 
reading comprehension apps in terms of the pedagogical design and use of mobile apps in post 
compulsory learning settings such as university. The lack of opportunities for collaboration suggests 
that designers and creators of pedagogical apps are more focused on traditional learning approaches 
where information is ‘delivered’ to the student, rather than a socio-cultural model in which the 
learning is deemed to be more participative, social and mediated through technologies such as the 
mobile device itself. The findings from this study indicate that apps need to be designed to exploit 
more opportunities for collaboration between learners, both in and beyond formal contexts, and that 
learning from peers is, and always has been, a key element of language learning that should not be 
neglected in the rush to develop education apps for mobile devices (Tudge, 1992).

Social Interaction and active dialogue with peers is part of the sociocultural theory that supports 
authentic learning (Vygotsky 1978). In fact, Kearney et al (2012) claimed that the social interactivity 
corresponds to the Collaboration sub construct that is divided into Conversation and Data Sharing. 
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If the apps omit these two aspects, rich peer interactions will be limited as well as access to other 
mediations. We would recommend that for the design of an app for reading comprehension enhancing, 
short authentic texts such as aphorisms are an alternative to be included as part of the input that learners 
should be exposed to, since they broaden intellectual and cultural contexts in which aspects of daily 
life topics are revealed (Davis, 1999). In terms of collaboration, more opportunities for students to 
share new aphorisms, encouraging them to submit their own examples and share them through the 
sub constructs mentioned above should be identified.

On the other hand, the evaluation of current existing apps for reading comprehension also 
revealed a surprising lack of apps that focus on native speakers, in this case Spanish. Consequently, 
it is essential to develop an app that allows Spanish speakers to improve their native language not just 
English and respond to the necessity of improving Colombian students reading skills by introducing 
more demanding reading strategies such as inferences. Colombia is among the three countries with the 
lowest reading comprehension levels (OECD, 2019) and the intervention of this problem is imperative. 
Besides, most of the reading comprehension apps evaluated do not offer authentic contexts in which 
learners can interact with real texts. A great number of texts exposed in the results were artificial or 
created for educational purposes and only a few apps, such as those designed for exam preparation, 
were designed with this in mind. Additionally, agency (granting more control and choice to users) 
is seldom granted due to the need to structure the learning process in terms of ability levels. Based 
on this, it might be said that aphorisms are a suitable option to introduce authentic texts in reading 
comprehension apps.

All these aspects mentioned are part of the importance of raising awareness for apps developers and 
teachers in order to ensure they design and select apps using a sound and validated set of pedagogical 
criteria. The iPAC app rubric was designed specifically for this purpose in order to encourage 
both designers and users of apps to rise above the purely contextual factors that often inform their 
design and choice of an app but in ways that restrict and limit its potential use. The iPAC app rubric 
deliberately asks users to evaluate apps based on their inherent characteristics of affordances, not on 
how they have actually used them in their own context. This can be challenging and almost counter-
intuitive for both teachers and designers and further research needs to be undertaken in this respect 
to fully comprehend the processes experienced by both designers and by educators when they use 
the app for this purpose. We acknowledge in this part that our sample of apps is relatively small and 
limited and also the fact that the level of agreement between the app evaluators was only moderate, 
not strong. However, the almost perfect score (92%) recorded for the Collaboration construct suggests 
that for this feature of mobile learning, at least, language educators hold a common understanding 
and shared vocabulary about what constitutes high quality reading comprehension exercises and also 
how inadequate or lacking many of the current apps designed for this purpose are. This has enabled 
the researchers involved in this project to identify a clear focus and purpose for their proposed app 
around authentic collaboration in what will be an iterative design based research process that we 
hope to report on shortly.
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